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ACCURO 
CLINIC TOOLS

More than  
just an EMR
Accuro’s clinic tools 
save you valuable time, 
empower your patients 
in their own care, and 
streamline your clinic 
tasks for more efficient 
workflows.

Next Level Connections

AccuroEMR’s range of clinic tools help boost your clinic’s productivity, while its integrated 
patient management features give your patients more control over their visits. 

Discover intuitive, individualized solutions that take healthcare delivery to the next level.
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ENGAGE LIKE NEVER BEFORE
With the Accuro Engage suite of tools on the Provider side, and the free Medeo Health 
app on the patient side, making healthcare connections has never been easier. 

Video Visits
With patients who use Medeo, you can conduct secure online appointments from anywhere 

with an internet connection—and enjoy new, upgraded video quality. Video visits are booked 

in the Accuro Calendar or Provider’s day sheet. New video features also include Provider screen 

sharing, and Group Video for adding a third party to your video call. Part of Accuro Engage.

Adding Value for Patients
Patients wanting more features can upgrade their free Medeo account to 

Medeo Plus: Documents, for $2.99/month. Medeo Plus lets them upload 

healthcare documents to their Medeo account, conveniently access them 

through the app, and share them with Providers during appointments. 

Online Booking & Notifications
Patients can request appointments online and clinic staff controls approvals. Appointment 

notifications and reminders are automated to minimize no-shows, maximize billing, and 

reduce time spent on the phone. Part of Accuro Engage.

Patient Messaging
Share comments, results, and documents with your patients right from Accuro, and close 

the correspondence whenever you’re ready. Messaging is ideal for follow-ups and reviewing 

results when an in-person visit isn’t needed. Part of Accuro Engage.



Reduce staff 
admin time 
and empower 
patients

Increase patient 
and staff 
satisfaction

Improve clinic 
workflows 
and keep 
schedule full

Save time  
and boost 
efficiency

Improve access  
to care in a 
secure and 
convenient way

Accuro 
Patient

Messaging ""“We use Accuro Patient Messaging, Online Booking, 

and Appointment Reminders. In a day the MOAs used 

to spend 75% of the day interacting with patients with 

communications that were triggered by things now 

covered off by these tools. 50% of that communication 

– maybe even more – has been reduced.” 

JOHN AND BRENDA COPEN  |  PSYCHIATRISTS
Victoria, BC

Accuro Voice
Accuro Voice’s dictation and transcription options help reduce costs and improve the quality of your 

documentation. Deliver better patient care with tools that give you more time for what matters. 

EMPOWERING YOUR PATIENTS, IMPROVING YOUR WORKFLOW

ePrescribing
Communicate directly with Pharmacists using ePrescribe from Accuro. Send prescriptions right to 

eligible pharmacies via secure message, provide answers and clarifications instantly, or let them 

know when a patient is planning to arrive.

Appointment Confirmations
Appointment Confirmations lets you choose phone, email, or text reminders and then customize to 

suit your appointment types. Patients can easily confirm, and results display in the Accuro Scheduler.

Patient Forms
Accuro Patient Forms (powered by Ocean) transforms your clinic waiting room with online patient 

forms and intuitive pre-visit questionnaires. Give patients a more streamlined check-in process and 

save your clinic time by eliminating manual data entry.
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Contact us today to schedule your set-up.  
Better healthcare connections are waiting.

We are committed to connecting Canadian healthcare by connecting Providers  
to information, to their patients and to each other. 

LET’S GET STARTED!

Go beyond the basics with tips from the pros

Feel like you could be getting more from Accuro? We can help.

The Accuro Remote Online Learning Package can help you develop your skills and increase your 
proficiency for better EMR performance. Become a master of basic tasks, discover better ways to 
handle billings, or get your charts done in less time with smoother Clinic Administration and Provider 
workflows. Start building your Accuro skills today.

SIGN UP TODAY!


